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Provide your community’s growing number of collectors* with the most up-to-date news, trends, facts and pricing found 
only in Kovels, the “blue book” of antiques and collectibles for over six decades. For the avid collector and dealer to the 
treasure hunter and downsizer, Kovels is a must-have information source for those seeking expert information on 
buying and selling antiques and collectibles. Patrons will have the ability to identify, price, and learn everything there is 
to know about their family heirloom or flea market find.

*Passionate fans of antiques and collectibles have increased exponentially. In fact, one of every three adults considers 
themselves a “collector,” seeking accurate and timely information on antiques and collectibles. 

NEW! Libby Extras Direct Links. These customized pages for your library allow you to feature each Libby Extra service 
individually.

Kovels’ resources are the perfect complement to your existing community programming and services and are discovered 
through the Libby app, alongside the ebooks, audiobooks and magazines you currently offer.

Visit Libby Extras under the Shop tab in Marketplace  
to learn more and add Kovels!

Give users unlimited access to decades of easily searchable expert research and 
information from more than 40 of kovels’ books, 48 years of kovels’ award-winning 
newsletter, 25,000+ articles, and more, all organized by topic on kovels.com.

• Identification guides: Covers objects, makers, and manufacturers

• Marks guide: Database of more than 20,000 marks on pottery, porcelain, jewelry & 
more

• Price guide: More than 1 million prices all reviewed by experts

• Buy & sell guides: 60+ topics plus downsizing, how to settle an estate, auction advice 

• Monthly subscription newsletter with 48 years of digital archives

• Sales reports: Provides information on what’s selling at auction and for how much

• Thousands of reader questions with expert answers 

• Reproductions: Informs collectors on fakes

• Latest news: Includes record prices, flea markets, what’s in & what’s out

• Know Your Antiques: Access to Kovels’ syndicated newspaper columns

• Business directory: Contains collector-related auction houses, clubs, restorers & more

Kovels: Now available on OverDrive
The go-to source for expert information, pricing and trends on antiques and collectibles
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